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the thing about wet dreams 2 is that it is a sequel that is less
than a year old. it is a sequel that is more than 25 years old. it
is a sequel that was released when i was a teenager, so i'm not

exactly sure what it is trying to say, and whether it is saying
anything at all. it seems like it was made in a time when

korean filmmakers were trying to imitate foreign films. it isn't
bad, exactly, but it is just not very good. it is not the worst film
of the year, but it is definitely in the bottom half of the year's

best films. she is beautiful and rich, smart and tough. she is no
damsel in distress. ana is also the only one who can get her
best friends scott and nicky out of this mess. they all have to

come together in order to save their homes, jobs and lives. the
plucky, resilient, and beautiful saya is the perfect match for
the dependable, optimistic, and masculine takuya. if you are

looking for a movie with a romance that is not just a plot-
device to titillate the audience, you will find it in this movie.

american dream (2020) is a romantic comedy that celebrates
the power of love over money. it is about the unlikely trio of
scott, nicky and takuya trying to save their lives and their
family's dream, all at the same time. this is a movie that

works. its not just a one-dimensional story about a man and a
woman falling in love. there are a lot of layers in this film.
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there is a dynamic between the two leads and between the
three lead actors. they are not just a couple, they are also

friends. they have their own hopes, fears, and problems. they
are not the only ones with problems in this film. there is a lot

of room to look at each character and understand them better.
in fact, a lot of the dialogue is in korean and in subtitles. it is a

great movie that won't let you go. and the film's final 10
minutes are the best 10 minutes of a movie all year.
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while this is an action film, it's nothing like the jackie chan
movies or hollywood thrillers that it is often mistaken for. and
the high-octane action moments are surprisingly low-key: the
walking, the dance, the slap, the kick. it's just relentless in its

brutality, but it never loses sight of the fact that, as the legend
says, revenge is a dish best served cold. and it is. it's a style of
filmmaking that transcends genres, and that's what makes it
unique. in essence, it's a perfect revenge film. the dialogue is

quick and clever; the acting committed; the plot and
everything in it, perfectly constructed. the movie knows

exactly what it wants to do and has the skill to realize it. if you
like brutal flicks and you like subtle nuance, i recommend
checking out chasing life, but if you want a more pulse-

pounding experience, this is your ticket. in many ways, it's the
opposite of oldboy. which one is better is up to you, but

oldboy's secret to heart-stopping emotional beats with a slow,
crawling delivery where you sit back, bite your nails, and go
insane with the anticipation as you watch it unfold. thrillers
and oldboy have many things in common, but thrillers' main

crime is that it doesn't feel much like a crime movie at all. the
scene at the beginning that establishes all the characters is so
laughable, i had to laugh. this is a slow-burning film, and the
pace is never rushed or unrealistic. its stories are about the
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people in them. any bloody scenes that occur are part of the
characters' disintegration and fall. the characters must endure

the events they cause. 5ec8ef588b
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